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Transparency

What Prevents The 
Transparency of a 

Quick And Full Access 

To The Medical Record?



Transparency

• Many levels

• Advantages

• Disadvantages

• How it fits with our concerns in Pharmacovigilance and how 
central it is to our effort



Transparency

• Is a prerequisite for Accountability

• Accountability is  prerequisite for effective Policy, especially 
Risk Management

• Effective Policy is a prerequisite for successful outcomes

• Without Transparency our entire endeavor is at risk for being a 
waste of time and money 



Transparency-We must only rely on accurate 
records

How likely is it that effective safety changes could be made if the 
records we are looking at are altered at will?

How could we effect any positive change if post hoc changes 
could be made to any part of the record?

Does your institution, regulatory agency or legal statute 
guarantee record reliability?



Case Study

• Review of a fatal case reveals:

• Drugs administered with no record of an order

• Drugs administered with no record of withdrawal from stock

• Drugs administered with no record to response in the Doctors 
notes

• Drugs administered with nurses notes excised



Case Study

• Drugs administered with ongoing potential adverse response 
with no input about adverse drug interactions- actual or 
potential- from pharmacy or doctors- whether primary or 
consultants

• Days of missing doctors notes

• Missing consultant notes and operative reports



Case Study

• No Identified M&M conference results

• No Hospital internal investigation

• No access to the original record source

• No access to supporting surveillance documentation



Case Study

• No action by government agency regulating Hospitals and 
Doctors regarding records tampering or insufficiency

• Legal status of chart: the primary source of truth until proven 
unreliable, but can not prove its unreliability until the court 
finds it unreliable. Court will not find the chart unreliable until 
another government agency finds it unreliable. Catch 22

• Each 1 of these issues totally nullifies all our attempts at 
improving the level of pharmacovigilance as we just can not 
rely on the records to be truthful



What Is Risk Management?

• This is what limits true transparency

• Generally accepted description in the Western World: a 
method wherein a problem is encountered, the root cause is 
sought, if found, examined and studied, followed by a plan of 
action to embed new systems and methods to prevent or 
mitigate the likelihood of the adverse event from recurring 



What is Risk Management?

• Too often the definition of Risk Management is corrupted and 
perverted resulting in: a method wherein a problem is 
encountered, the root cause is sought, if found, the records 
are altered to indicate the event never occurred. Problem 
solved



Transparency

• The only way to obtain true transparency is with enforceable 
law mandating the unencumbered access to ORIGINAL source 
records by interested parties. 

• That could and should be patients/families, regulatory bodies, 
IRB’s and, with relevant cloaking, Medical Committees 
responsible for Risk Management oversight including 
pharmacovigilance.


